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Abstract
The OSp(1; 2)-covariant Lagrangian quantization of general gauge theories is for-
mulated which applies also to massive gauge elds. The formalism generalizes the
Sp(2)-covariant BLT approach and guarantees symplectic invariance of the quan-
tized action. The dependence of the generating functional of Green’s functions on
the choice of gauge in the massive case disappears in the limit m! 0. Ward identi-
ties related to OSp(1; 2) symmetry are derived. Massive gauge theories with closed
algebra are studied as an example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a very general method for quantizing gauge theories in the Lagrangian formalism
has been proposed [1, 2, 3] which is based on extended BRST symmetry, i.e. simultaneous
invariance under both BRST and antiBRST transformations. It is characterized by a
quantum action functional S = S(A; Aa;
A) depending, besides on the dynamical elds
A = (Ai; B0 ; C0a0), also on related external sources (or antields) Aa,
A, where A
i,
B0 and C0a0 are the gauge, the auxiliary and the (anti)ghost elds respectively, and both
a and a0 indicate members of Sp(2) doublets. To guarantee their (anti)BRST symmetry
the action S (and the related gauge xed extended action Sext) is required to satisfy




operators, a. The method applies to irreducible as well as reducible, complete gauge
theories with either open or closed gauge algebra. (The condition of irreducibility requires
the generators of the gauge transformations to be linearly independent at the stationary
point of the classical action, and the condition of completeness requires the degeneracy of
the Hessian of the classical action Scl(A) to be solely due to its gauge invariance [4, 5]).
Although this formalism is seemingly manifest Sp(2)-covariant, the most general so-
lution of the master equations are not stable against small perturbations which, despite
being allowed by the above requirements, are not Sp(2)-symmetric. Therefore, due to
quantum corrections the full action S = S(A; Aa;
A) will not be Sp(2)-invariant at any
order of perturbation theory. This fact has been shown recently by one of the authors by
considering the special example of a mass dependent gauge theory [6] (see also [7]). The
appearance of such solutions is demonstrated explicitly in Section VI. Also Damgaard and
de Jonghe in their conclusions to Ref. [8] called the Sp(2)-symmetry of that formalism
in question. The same conclusion can be drawn from Ref. [3] where transformations are
studied that allow to consider the characteristic arbitrariness of a solution of the master
equations (see Section II).
The reason of this unwanted property may be traced back to the lack of explicit
requirement of invariance under Sp(2) transformations by additional master equations
whose generating dierential operators  ( = 0;+;−) are related to the generators
of the symplectic group Sp(2). The algebra of these operators may be chosen to fulll
the orthosymplectic (super)algebra osp(1; 2). (Actually, its even part is the algebra sl(2)
generating the special linear transformations, but due to their isomorphism to the alge-
bra sp(2) we will speak about symplectic transformations.) Furthermore, if also massive
gauge elds should be considered to circumvent possible infrared divergencies occuring
within the renormalization procedure then this algebra appears necessarily.
The goal of the present paper will be to generalize the BLT quantization procedure
to another one being OSp(1; 2)-covariant. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves
to the case of irreducible (or zero-stage) complete gauge theories and thereby we follow
very closely the exposition of Ref. [1] (The extension to L-stage reducible theories will
be dealt with in a succeding paper). We also used the condensed notation introduced by
deWitt [19] and conventions adopted in Ref. [1]; if not otherwise specied, derivatives
with respect to the antields are the (usual) left ones and that with respect to the elds are
right ones. Left (right) derivatives with respect to the elds are labeled by the subscript
L (R), for example, L=
A denotes the left derivative with respect to the elds A.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we shortly review the standard Sp(2)-
covariant approach and point out how it will be generalized to the OSp(1; 2)-covariant
quantization procedure. As a consequence of the enlarged algebra a canonical denition of
the ghost number (Faddeev-Popov charge) is obtained. Furthermore, to be able to express
this algebra through operator identities it is necessary to enlarge the set of antields.
In Section III the explicit construction of generating dierential operators fullling the
2
osp(1; 2) algebra is outlined, starting with the approximation of the action Sm at lowest
order in h which is assumed to be linear with respect to the antields. In Section IV
the gauge dependence of the generating functional of Green functions is studied and
corresponding Ward identities are derived. It is shown that the mass terms destroy gauge
independence and thus violate the unitary of the S-matrix. In Section V we consider
massive theories with closed gauge algebra, thereby extending the solution given in [1].
In Section VI, restricting the foregoing result to the case m = 0, we construct a solution
of the quantum master equation in the Sp(2)-approach which is not Sp(2)-symmetric.
II. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF OSp(1,2)-COVARIANT
QUANTIZATION OF IRREDUCIBLE GAUGE THEORIES
Let us consider a set of gauge elds Ai with Grassmann parity (Ai) = i for which the
classical action Scl is assumed to be invariant under the gauge transformations
3
Ai = Ri0




where 0 and Ri0 are the gauge parameters and gauge generators having Grassmann
parity (0) = 0 and (R
i
0
) = i + 0 , respectively. We assume the set of generators
















M ij00 = −(−1)
ijM ji00 = −(−1)
00M ij00 ; (3)
by denition Ri0;j = (=A
j)Ri0 . Theories whose generators satisfy eqs. (2) and (3) are
called general gauge theories. In the case M ij00 = 0 the algebra is closed.
The total conguration space of elds A and their Grassmann parities are
A = (Ai; B0 ; C0a0); (A)  A = (i; 0 ; 0 + 1);
here, the auxiliary elds B0 are Sp(2)-scalar whereas the (anti)ghosts C0a0 transform
as a Sp(2)-doublet. Moreover, for each eld A one introduces two sets of antields, a








Aa) = A + 1;
A = ( Ai; B0; C0a0); (A) = A:
3In the following an additional 0 is put on gauge and dummy Sp(2) indices to prepare the notation
for later generalizations to reducible gauge theories.
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; accb = 
a
b :
Let us point to the fact that in the BLT approach the internal Sp(2) index a0 of the third
component is a dummy one, i.e. it is not aected by operations being introduced by this
approach.
Let us now shortly review the Sp(2)-covariant quantization scheme. The basic object is
the bosonic action S = S(A; Aa;
A) satisfying the extended quantum master equations
(i.e. the generating equations with respect to the extended BRST symmetry)
a expf(i=h)Sg = 0; a = a + (i=h)V a; (4)
where the operators a (for explicit expressions see Section III below) possess the impor-
tant properties:
f a; bg = 0: (5)





with the boundary condition Sja==h=0 = Scl(A).
To remove the degeneracy of the action S a gauge has to be introduced with the
following properties: First, it should lift the degeneracy in A and, second, it should
retain eqs. (4), thereby providing the extended BRST symmetry also for the gauge xed
action denoted by Sext = Sext(
A; Aa;
A). Introducing the gauge-xing Sp(2)-invariant
bosonic functional F = F (A; Aa;
A) the action Sext is dened by
expf(i=h)Sextg = U^(F ) expf(i=h)Sg; (7)
where the operator U^(F ) has the general form




b; [ a; F ]
}
: (8)
Here, T^ (F ) has been choosen such that, by virtue of (5), it commutes with a for
arbitrary F ,
[ a; T^ (F )] = 0; (9)
hence Sext obeys also eqs. (4):
a expf(i=h)Sextg = 0: (10)
4
Let us now shortly state the essential modications of the BLT formalism to obtain
the OSp(1; 2)-covariant quantization of an irreducible complete theory of massive gauge
elds whose action Sm depends on the mass m as a further parameter. First, in addition
to the m-extended generalized quantum master equations
am expf(i=h)Smg = 0; 
a
m = 
a + (i=h)V am; (11)
which ensure (anti)BRST invariance, the action Sm is required to satisfy the generating
equation of Sp(2)-invariance, too:
 expf(i=h)Smg = 0;  =  + (i=h)V (12)
(again, for explicit expressions see Section III below).
As long as m 6= 0 the operators am are neither nilpotent nor do they anticommute
among themselves; instead, together with the operators  they generate a superalgebra
isomorphic to osp(1; 2) (see Appendix A):






















here, the matrices  ( = 0;+;−) generate the group of special linear transformations:




γ;  = g; Tr() = 2g;
g =
0@1 0 00 0 2
0 2 0
1A ; gγgγ =  ;
γ being the antisymmetric tensor, 0+− = 1. Notice, that sl(2), the even part of
osp(1; 2), is isomorphic to su(2) and sp(2). From (15) it is obvious that, if and only if the
action Sm is Sp(2)-invariant, it can be (anti)BRST-invariant as well. For the generators
 we may choose the representation
0 = 3;  = −;  =
1
2
(1  i2); (16)
where  ( = 1; 2; 3) are the Pauli matrices.
Let us notice that by invoking OSp(1; 2)-symmetry the notion of ghost number will be
a natural property of the superalgebra (13){(15). Indeed, from (13) and (14) we observe
the relations








showing that (h=i) 0 = gh is the Faddeev-Popov operator whose eigenvalues gh(X)






However, insisting on OSp(1; 2)-symmetry this approach brings in a fundamentally
new aspect. Namely, in order to express the superalgebra (13){(15) by operator identities
one is enforced to enlarge the set of antields. More precisely, because the (anti)ghost
elds C0a0 as well as their related antields transform under Sp(2) in a nontrivial way
one has to introduce additional antields,
A = (Di; E0 ; F0a0); (A) = A;
Let us remark that Di can be set equal to zero (and E0 has been introduced only for
the sake of completeness and formal analogy to other antields; in principle the could be
chosen equal to zero. For reducible gauge theories the antields E0 are necessary in order
to close the extended BRST algebra with respect to the more general space of auxiliary
and (anti)ghost elds Bsaja1as , C

saja0as
, Bsja1as , Csja0as .)
In order to set up the gauge xing the new generalized gauge xed quantum action
Sm;ext = Sm;ext(
A; Aa;
A; A) will be introduced according to
expf(i=h)Sm;extg = U^m(F ) expf(i=h)Smg; (18)
where the operator U^m(F ) has to be choosen as










F = F (A; Aa;
A; A) being an arbitrary gauge xing functional. Then, by virtue of
(14) and (15), one establishes the relations



















am; [ ; F ]
}
+ (i=h)2m2[ ; F ]: (21)
Thus, restricting F to be a Sp(2) scalar by imposing
[ ; F ]Sm = 0; (22)
then both commutators (20) and (21) vanish on the subspace of admissible actions Sm,
i.e. [ am; T^m(F )]Sm = 0 and [ ; T^m(F )]Sm = 0, and hence the gauge xed action Sm;ext
satises eqs. (11) and (12) as well,
am expf(i=h)Sm;extg = 0;  expf(i=h)Sm;extg = 0: (23)
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holds, i.e. if Sm depends only linearly on A.
In this way the Sp(2)-covariant approach is generalized to another one based on the
supergroup OSp(1; 2). The main dierence between both concepts lies in the following.
Whereas in the OSp(1; 2)-approach the Sp(2)-invariance,  expf(i=h)Sm;extg = 0, is
a consequence of the conditions [ ; F ]Sm = 0, in the Sp(2)-approach this conclusion
cannot be drawn, i.e. from [ ; F ] = 0 it does not follow  expf(i=h)Sextg = 0 due
to the existence of Sp(2)-nonsymmetric solutions S of the equations a expf(i=h)Sg = 0
(see the counterexample given in Sec. VI). Namely, if S is a Sp(2)-symmetric solution of
these equations then it follows that





b; [ a; X]g
}
expf(i=h)Sg
obeys the same equations for any operator X [3]. Thus, if X is not a Sp(2)-scalar then ~S is
not longer Sp(2)-symmetric. This means that, starting with a Sp(2)-symmetric action S
at lowest order, in general the renormalized action ~S will not be Sp(2)-symmetric at higher
orders due to quantum corrections. The way out of this drawback is either to require
Sp(2) symmetry explicitly by means of the generating equation  expf(i=h)Sg = 0 or
to introduce mass terms. In the last case it turns out that, if Sm is a Sp(2)-symmetric
solution of the master equations am expf(i=h)Smg = 0 then





b; [ a; X]g+ (h=i)m2X
}
expf(i=h)Sg
obeys the same equations if and only if X is a Sp(2)-scalar, and thus keeping Sp(2)
symmetry automatically to all orders of perturbation theory.
III. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF
OSp(1,2)-GENERATING OPERATORS
After having stated the general structure of the OSp(1; 2) quantization procedure being
an obvious extension of Sp(2) quantization we have to nd an operational realization
of the general operators just introduced. The explicit expressions for the operators am
and  in the generating equations (11) and (12) will be determined in two steps: First
we construct a functional Sm (at lowest order of h) which is linear with respect to the
antields and is invariant under both (anti)BRST- and Sp(2) transformations; later on we
generalize to the case of nonlinear dependence. The corresponding symmetry operators










b ; [d;d] = γd
γ : (24)
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Let us make for Sm the following ansatz:









where X is assumed to be the following Sp(2)-scalar (in fact the only one we are able to
build up linear in the antields),
X = A
A; dX = 0: (26)
Then, by virtue of (24), it can be proven that Sm is both (anti)BRST- and Sp(2)-invariant,
samSm = 0 and dSm = 0. Thereby, it is taken into account that due to gauge invari-
ance (1) of Scl(A) it holds s
a




0a (here, the action of
sam { and also of d { on the auxiliary and (anti)ghost elds is irrelevant and already
left open).
The strategy to dene the operators am = 
a + (i=h)V am,  =  + (i=h)V is
governed by a specic realization of the (anti)BRST- and Sp(2)-transformations of the
antields (extending the standard denitions of [1]). Therefore, let us decompose sam and













The action of V am and V on the antields
A, 




























V amA = −m
2abLBcAb

Bc; VA = B()
B
A;





























for A = 0a0, B = 0b0;
0 otherwise
;
which projects onto the third components of the (anti)elds and acts nontrivially on the
internal (or dummy) Sp(2) index of these components. For example,
PBaAb









Therefore, V acts only on the (anti)ghost-antields, and V
a
m is partly of that kind. Of
course, we could have used also a componentwise notation, however, then the equations
would be less easy to survey.
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In order to prove that the transformations (28) obey the osp(1; 2)-superalgebra (24)

























Then from (25) one gets for Sm the expression












Now, the symmetry properties of Sm with respect to (anti)BRST- and Sp(2)-trans-




a + V amSm = 0;
1
2
fSm; Smg + VSm = 0; (32)
here the extended antibrackets (X; Y )a dene an odd graded and fX; Y g an even graded
symplectic structure on the space of elds and antields:



























and, in accordance with (28), the rst-order dierential operators V am and V are given by











































We also introduce the second-order dierential operators a and  whose structure is














Let us now consider the general case where the action Sm is assumed to appear in
the form (6) of a series expansion in powers of h which may depend also nonlinear on









fSm; Smg + VSm = ihSm: (38)
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By means of the algebraic properties of the (anti)brackets (X; Y )a, fX; Y g (see Ap-
pendix B) it can be established that these master equations for both, the (anti)BRST-
and the Sp(2)-symmetries, may be rewritten in the form of dierential equations (see (11)
and (12)):
am expf(i=h)Smg = 0;  expf(i=h)Smg = 0: (39)
Furthermore, by an explicit calculation it can be veried that the operators am = 
a +
(i=h)V am,  =  + (i=h)V obey the osp(1; 2)-superalgebra (13){(15).
In order to lift the degeneracy of Sm we follow the general gauge-xing procedure
suggested by (18) and (19). Let us introduce the gauge xed action
Sm;ext = U^m(F ) expf(i=h)Smg; (40)
where the operator U^m(F ) is dened according to the formula (19). If the gauge xing
functional is assumed to depend only on the elds, F = F (A), then one gets

















Taking into account (=A)Sm = 
A, a direct verication shows that U^m(F ) commutes
with am and  (after acting on Sm), i.e. [U^m(F ); 
a
m]Sm = 0 and [U^m(F ); ]Sm = 0.
Consequently, it holds
am expf(i=h)Sm;extg = 0;  expf(i=h)Sm;extg = 0; (42)
and the gauge xed action Sm;ext satises the same generating equations (38), (39) as the
action Sm.
IV. GAUGE (IN)DEPENDENCE, GENERATING
FUNCTIONALS AND WARD IDENTITIES
Next, we turn to the question of gauge independence of physical quantities, especially
of the S-matrix. In discussing this question it is convenient to study rst the symmetry
























A − AaAa + A
A;
where we have extended the space of variables by introducing the auxiliary elds Aa and











where Sm;ext is obtained from Sm;ext by performing the replacement 
A ! A − A, so
that integrating over A yields the -function (A). At this stage we remark that (
A,
Aa, A) and (A, 

Aa, A) for m = 0 constitute the components of the supereld and
superantield, respectively, of the supereld quantization scheme [10]; here we changed
the notation JA ! A relative to [10]. Of course, the formalism introduced here may be
written in that form also.









2)X; X = A
A; (45)
with sam satisfying the osp(1; 2)-superalgebra (24). But now the denition of s
a
m has to
be extended by terms which contain its action on the additional auxiliary elds. This is
obtained by splitting from sam and d the parts V
a









m; d = U + V; (46)
and the action of the operators Uam and U on the elds 
A and the variables Aa, A, A
being dened according to
Uam
























In order to prove that these extended operators (46) obey the osp(1; 2)-superalgebra (24)
one again needs the equalities (29), (30).



































(Again, Sm and W

F are obtained from Sm and WF , respectively, by carrying out the
replacement A ! A + A.)















we assert that (47) is invariant under the following (global) transformations (thereby, one




























A; mA = aV
a
mA;
where a, (a) = 1, is a Sp(2)-doublet of constant anticommuting parameters. The




Aa, A and A.





























it is now straightforward to check that (47) is also invariant under the following transfor-
mations (where one has to make use of the second equation in (38)):
A = U
A; A = U
A;  A = 
V A;
Ab = U





A; A = 
VA + 
fSm; Ag;
where , () = 0, are constant commuting parameters, which realize the Sp(2)-
symmetry in the space of variables A, A, 

Aa, A, 
Aa, A and A.
In principle, for a general gauge functional F , a may be assumed to depend on all
these variables A, A, 

Aa, A, 
Aa, A and A. As long as F depends only on the elds
it is sucient for a to depend on 
A and Aa only. Then the symmetry of the vacuum
functional Zm(0) with respect to the transformations (49) permits to study the question
whether the mass dependent terms of the action violate the independence of the S-matrix
on the choice of the gauge.
Indeed, let us change the gauge-xing functional F () ! F () + F (). Then the
gauge-xing term WF changes according to

















This induces the factor exp(−Uama) in the integration measure. Combining its exponent
with WF leads to
WF !WF + (h=i)U
a







mF () = WF −WF +m
2F ():
By comparison with (52) we see that the mass term m2F in WF violates the independence
of the vacuum functional Zm(0) on the choice of the gauge. This result, together with the
equivalence theorem [11], is sucient to prove that the same is true also for the S-matrix,
establishing the well-known fact that mass terms destroy the unitarity of the S-matrix
[12]. However, taking the limit m! 0 unitarity will be restored.
Notice, that also performing in (47) the transformations (51) with parameters  de-
pending on A and Aa, in addition to the just mentioned ones, does not help to restore
unitarity of the S-matrix. Namely, carring out such transformations induces in the mea-
sure the factor exp(U
), but there is no choice of  such that (h=i)U
 equals the
form −m2F () due to its Sp(2) invariance.
Finally, we shall derive the Ward identities for the extended BRST- and the Sp(2)-


































Now, integrating by parts and assuming the integrated expressions to vanish, we can









B + V)Zm = 0;
which are the Ward identities for the generating functional of Green’s functions.
Introducing as usual the generating functional of the vertex functions,
Γm(

















a + V aΓm = 0;
1
2
fΓm;Γmg + VΓm = 0: (54)
For Yang-Mills theories the rst identities in (54) are the Slavnov-Taylor identities of the
extended BRST symmetries. Furthermore, choosing for  the representation (16) the
second identities in (54) express for  = 0 the ghost number conservation and, in Yang-
Mills theories, for  = (+;−) the Delduc-Sorella identities of the Sp(2)-symmetry [13].
V. MASSIVE THEORIES WITH A CLOSED GAUGE
ALGEBRA
To illustrate the formalism of the OSp(1; 2)-quantization developed here, we consider
irreducible massive gauge theories with a closed algebra. Such theories are characterized











where for the sake of simplicity we assume throughout this and the succeding section
that Ai are bosonic elds. Second, that any equation of the form Ri0X
0 = 0 has only
the trivial solution X0 = 0; then in the case of eld-dependent structure constants the







+ cyclic perm(0; 0; γ0) = 0: (56)
We shall restrict ourselves to consider only solutions of the eqs. (32) being linear in the
antields Aa,
A and A. Such solutions can be cast into the form (see eqs. (25), (26))









with X = AiA
i + B0B
0 + C0cC
0c. A realization of the (anti)BRST- and the Sp(2)-
transformations of the antields are given in (28). Thus, we are left with the exercise to
determine the corresponding transformations for the elds Ai, B0 and C0c. Let us briefly










b ; [d;d] = γd
γ; (57)
on the gauge elds Ai, due to dA
i = 0, this yields fsam; s
b
mgA




by virtue of (55), we nd
(samC
0b + sbmC
0a + F 00γ0C
0aCγ0b)Ri0 = 0:
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Because the Ri0 are irreducible the general solution of this equation is given by
samC













0c = −m2()abC0d() cd . The right-hand side















0c = −m2(acC0b + bcC0a). Then, with
(59), by virtue of (56), we obtain
bc(samB















)C0aCγ0bC0c + sym(a$ b) = 0;
where sym(a$ b) means symmetrization with respect to the indices a and b.
The general solution of this equation reads
samB














with F 00γ0;i = (=A
i)F 00γ0 . For the particular case m = 0 the transformations (58){(60)
was already obtained earlier in Ref. [14].













































0 = −m2B0 : (63)
The relations (58){(63) specify the transformations of the OSp(1; 2)-symmetry for gauge
theories with a closed algebra. Substituting these expressions into




































E0 and F0c being the (nonvanishing) components of A, a direct verication shows that
the resulting action Sm satises eqs. (32) identically.
Finally, let us also determine the action Sm;e in the functional integral (43) for the class
of minimal gauges F depending only on the elds Ai and the (anti)ghosts C0c. Inserting
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into (47) for Sm the action (64) and performing the integration over antields and auxiliary
elds we are led to the following expression for Sm;e in the vacuum functional:
Zm(0) =
Z




; Sm;e = Scl +WF ;










































showing that the action Sm;e is in fact OSp(1; 2)-invariant and that the method of gauge
xing proposed in Sec. III will actually lift the degeneracy of the classical gauge-invariant
action. As has been shown recently [7] in the particular case of Yang-Mills theories
Sm;e coincides with the gauge-xed action in the massive Curci-Ferrari model [15] in the





(x); D  
@ − F
γAγ;
where F γ are the totally antisymmetric structure constants. As before the OSp(1; 2)-
invariance of the gauge-xed action

























 = −m2Ca + 1
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2 and, in addition, among other interactions quartic (anti)ghost
terms. This shows that the degeneracy of the classical action is indeed removed.
Concluding, we shall emphasize that, up to now, we have ignored the important ques-
tion whether the action (64) is the general solution of the eqs. (32), i.e. being stable
16
against perturbations. Unfortunately, this is not the case, because the elds Ai, B0 ,
C0c and the antields Ai, B0 , C0c have the same quantum numbers and hence mix
under renormalization. Therefore, we are confronted with the complicated problem how
the action (64) must be changed in order to ensure the required stability. To attack this
problem one is forced to introduce within (64) the antields in a nonlinear manner (see
Ref. [7]); however, then the corresponding altered action cannot be expressed in such
simple form as in (64). The solution of that problem will be given in another paper [17].
VI. A Sp(2)-NONSYMMETRIC SOLUTION FOR m = 0




a + V aS = 0 (65)
depending on an additional arbitrary parameter  in such a way that the action is Sp(2)-
nonsymmetric for  6= 0. To begin with, let us consider the Sp(2)-symmetric solution

















of the corresponding equations (32) for m = 0 (A has been put equal to zero):
1
2
(S; S)a + V aS = 0; (66)
where the (anti)BRST-transformations of Ai, B0 and C0c are given by (58){(60). Note,
that from (59) one gets the relation B0 = 1
2
abs
bC0a which may be regarded as the
denition of B0 .
Let us emphasize, that the (anti)BRST-transformations, as commonly used in the
literature, contain no parameters. However, it is possible to incorporate into them a
parameter  in a nontrivial way without violating the basic anticommutation relation
fsa; sbg = 0 and without changing the denition B0 = 1
2
abs
bC0a. To see this, we carry
out in (58){(63) the following nonlinear replacements [6]:
C0a ! abC






where the nonsymmetric diagonal matrix ab is given by





















































It is easy to prove that the (anti)BRST-operators sa are nilpotent and anticommute
among themselves as before, fsa; s
b











































is a solution of the equation (65), but it violates Sp(2)-symmetry for  6= 0.
Let us emphasize that the parameter  cannot be restricted to zero without further
(symmetry) requirements. This may be understood as follows. In order to write down
eq. (65) one has to introduce antields coupled to the (anti)BRST-transformations of the
elds. These transformations are dened in such a way that (65) does not depend on 
explicitly. Hence,  would correspond to a eld renormalization if we could perform in
equation (66), after carrying out the replacements (67), a redenition of the antields in
such a way that the solution (68) is -independent. However, this is impossible. Therefore,
 is neither a normalization factor of any parameter, like coupling constants, nor does
it correspond to a eld redenition: it is free parameter of the theory if antields are
included (if antields are not included the introduction of  will be irrelevant). This
means that the requirement (65) alone is not sucient to guarantee Sp(2)-symmetry of
the theory, rather one has either to impose the additional symmetry requirement
1
2
fS; Sg + VS = 0;
or to consider massive gauge theories and to impose the conditions (32).
Finally, we give another argument, based on perturbation theory, which shows that
Sp(2)-symmetry will be broken by quantum corrections. Let us add to S a (perturbation)
term  = ,  being an innitesimal parameter, such that S +  satises equation
(66) up to terms of order O(2). For  this yields the restriction






































0b =  C0a(0)
a
bC
0b we obtain in
fact a Sp(2)-nonsymmetric solution, whereas choosing X =  C0aC




We have proved the possibility of a consistent generalization of the Sp(2)-covariant quan-
tization scheme based on the orthosymplectic supergroup OSp(1; 2). Introducing mass
terms into the theory, which do not break the extended BRST symmetry, the quantum
master equations of the Sp(2)-symmetry must be satised in order to full the correspond-
ing equations of the extended BRST symmetry. To ensure Sp(2)-invariance of the theory
also in the massless case then besides of the requirement of extended BRST symmetry the
action Sm must be subjected to the requirement of Sp(2)-symmetry explicitly, otherwise
Sp(2)-symmetric solutions are not stable against perturbations.
Of cource, mass terms violate the unitarity of the S-matrix so that after performing
renormalization one has to take the massless limit. This can be done, e.g., in the frame-
work of the BPHZL renormalization [18] where the gauge elds Ai are assumed to be
massive at least intermediately in order to avoid spurios infrared singularities.
Obviously, the OSp(1; 2)-covariant frame of quantization can be formulated within the
supereld approach [10] without much eort. Much more involved will be the generaliza-
tion of the formalism to the case of L-stage reducible theories analogous to [2].
APPENDIX A. SUPERALGEBRA osp(1,2)
The (anti)commutation relations of the superalgebra osp(1; 2) in the Cartan-Weyl basis
read (see [9]):
[L0; L] = L; [L+; L−] = 2L0; (70)
[L0; R] = 
1
2
R; [L; R] = −R; [L; R] = 0; (71)
fR; Rg = 
1
2




and for the fundamental representation these generators are given by:
L0 =




1A ; L+ =
0@0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
1A ; L− =








1A ; R− =






The superalgebra (13){(15) is obtained by the following identications:
(h=i) 0 = 2L0; (h=i)  = L; (h=i) 
1




so the relations (70){(72) may be written instead as follows ( = 0;+;−):














 generating the group of special linear transformations with the sl(2) algebra:




γ;  = g; Tr() = 2g;
g =
0@1 0 00 0 2
0 2 0
1A ; gγgγ =  ;
γ being the antisymmetric tensor, 0+− = 1. Then, from (74) the following realization














































Because of the isomorphism between the algebra sl(2), the even part of osp(1; 2), and the
algebra su(2) we can choose as a basis for  also the Pauli matrices  ( = 1; 2; 3).
Identifying the operators  according to
(h=i) 3 = 2L0; (h=i) 1 = −(L+ + L−); (h=i) 2 = i(L+ − L−);
the relations (73){(75) can be expressed as














where  possess the well-known properties:
 =  + iγ
γ ;  = ; Tr() = ;
γ being the antisymmetric tensor, 123 = 1.
APPENDIX B. PROPERTIES OF THE EXTENDED
ANTIBRACKETS
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Let us shortly state the standard algebraic properties of new extended antibrackets
(X; Y )a, introduced in (33), which formally coincide with the relations obtained in [1]:
(X; Y )a = −(Y;X)a(−1)(X+1)(Y +1);
(X; Y Z)a = (X; Y )aZ + (X;Z)aY (−1)Y Z
and (




(X; Y )b; Z
a
(−1)(X+1)(Z+1) + cyclic perm.(X; Y; Z) = 0;
where the last relation is the Jacobi identity for the extended antibracket.
The action of the operator a, dened in (37), on (X; Y )a is governd by
a(X; Y )b + b(X; Y )a = (aX; Y )b + (bX; Y )a−
(
(X;aY )b + (X;bY )a

(−1)X :
The same relations hold for the operators V am and U
a
m introduced in (35) and (48) and, of
course, analogous relations hold for the even graded antibrackets fX; Y g.
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